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Q.1

Q.2

(a) Give difference belweenAbsorption and Emission spectra and hence derive the expressions and t7l
enerry levels of Electronic Band spectra in Absorption.

(a) Write general equation of P and R Branch for rot"tion3lt ucture in electronic band. Explain Forhat parabola
with vertex equation.

(b) State the Franck- Co49, Principle in terms of transition and probability. What is the role of probability t6l
density in the case of elechonic transitions?

OR
(b) The vibrational analysis of the band system is v==10650+(800v'-l2v'')-(400v,,-i0v,,2) cm-r . Deduce the

positions of four members of the v" progression with v'=1 and of three members of the Av=*l sequence.
Calculate also the wavo length of the (0,0) band.

(a) Explain main collision time when gas is in non-equilibrium state. l7l
OR

(a) Explain in short scattering cross section.

(b) Derive the equation for co-efficient of viscosity of the gas ,? = + o p ,)t .

OR

(b) Derive the equation for electrical conductivity of the system oo =Yt 
I o
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(a) Discuss dielectric polarizability.

OR
(a) Derive the equation for dielectric constant.
(b) Discuss ionic polarization with necessary derivations.

OR

(b) Deduce the equation for current density j , , =!#Le-4t incase of thermionic emission.

(a) Write a short note on Langevin's theory of Paramagnetism.
OR

(a) Explain in detail of atomic magnetic moment.

(b) Explain in detail on Nuclear magnetic resonance (NlvtR).
OR

(b) Write a short note on Pauli Para-magnetism.
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l. What is selection rule of electronic transition in the case of electronic band system of Emission?
2. In the study of 12 Absorption spectra why we give the temperature to the molecular substance?
3. Where does one find maximum possibility of molecules in the potential energy curve?
4. What physical distribution do Condon parabola explains?
5. Define mean free path?
6. Write dimension of scattering cross section?
7. What is the equation for work function of metal?
8. Define effirsion?
9. Define photo electric effect.?
10. Write the definition of second Hund's rule.
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